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What is an ENERGY STAR® certified home?
ENERGY STAR certified homes are built sufficiently airtight to save energy and
provide better comfort than generic building requirements. Homes using ENERGY
STAR technology are 20 percent more efficient than standard Ontario building
code energy requirements. Some key features of ENERGY STAR homes are more
air-sealed than a typical new home and help to reduce drafts and cold spots, dust,
pollen, pests, and noise.

What is a Net Zero home?
Net Zero Ready homes are built to consume the lowest amount of energy, while
the home doesn’t generate its own energy at the time of closing, it is equipped
and optimized to use as much energy as it produces. Net Zero Ready homes are
built to be 50 percent to 60 percent more efficient than Ontario building code
energy requirements. These homes feature energy saving elements like tripleglazed windows and thicker insulation.

What is a Net Zero Ready home?
Net Zero homes are equipped with technology to ensure it produces as much
energy as it uses. Some technology seen in Net Zero Homes could be solar panels
and ground source air pumps. The goal of these homes is to be 100 percent
sustainable with energy production and usage.
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PHASE ONE
Formative Research

Analyzing the Situation
The Situation
In the summer of 2022, Activa, a leading land developer in Waterloo Region, will be debuting their Net
Zero Ready model homes. These energy-efficient homes have the capacity to generate as much energy
as they produce. Activa is looking to create an awareness and education campaign leading up to the
opening of these Net Zero Ready homes to pique community interest. This campaign will focus on a
holistic approach to community education and reflect regional climate actions plans and sustainability
efforts.

The Organization
An analysis of the situation has shown there is an opportunity
to increase the awareness and education of sustainable building
practices, more specifically the development of Net Zero Ready
homes within Waterloo Region. Knowing this, it is essential
to analyze the organization and the external environment to
understand how best to tackle this opportunity.

The Opportunity
Activa has identified an opportunity to provide important
awareness and education around sustainable building practices
and their new Net Zero Ready homes in the Waterloo Region.
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PESTLE and
SWOT Analysis
PESTLE Analysis
A PESTLE analysis is used to understand the environment in which a company is operating in. In particular,
the analysis focuses on the political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental impacts
affecting the area of operation. Using this analysis tool we can gain a better understanding of how Activa
will be received as they launch their new Net Zero Ready homes in Waterloo Region.
The research shows that the political landscape holds the environment, combating climate change, and
pursuing sustainable options as a high priority. Many initiatives are in place to help combat these issues
and political leaders seem keen to collaborate with organizations that are working to make a difference
in their community. The research also shows that Waterloo Region’s economy is stable and continuing
to grow. There is a strong housing demand due to the continued movement of people within the GTA
looking for more affordable housing options. Along with this, people within the Region are educated,
community-driven and supportive of sustainability initiatives (for full details see appendix A).

SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis takes a closer look at the organization itself, as well as the external environment. It also
observes the internal strengths and weaknesses of Activa, while also looking at the external threats and
opportunities.
The research shows that internally, Activa’s strengths lies in their customer experience and high level of
communication with the client during all aspects of the building process. This experience paired with
their advanced design centre and training programs for builders show that they also are strong in their
focus on quality. While Activa has many strengths, they also have some weaknesses. In particular, their
social media engagement is weak, which in the age of social media may put them at a disadvantage.
Externally, Activa is threatened by a high concentration of competitors with the same certifications vying
for building sites and customers. This coupled with the regions focus on affordable housing are threats
to Activa that need to be considered. On the other hand, there is an opportunity to educate the public
on sustainable building through their Net Zero Ready initiative (see appendix B for full SWOT Analysis).
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Analyzing the
Organization
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
Internal Environment
Performance
Activa has a positive reputation in the community for both their homes and home building processes.
In 2019 and 2020, Activa won multiple awards for their design studio and development work. Some of
their most recent awards are:
• WRHBA SAM Awards Most Outstanding Bungalow Design, Multi-Unit
• 2020 ENERGY STAR® for New Homes Builder of the Year – Large Volume Category
• 2019 OHBA – Design/Decor Centre – The Activa Design Studio
Activa prides themselves on offering a hands-on experience for all home buyers. From a unique inhouse design studio to a customer-centric mission, Activa values strong communication with their
clients throughout all points of the home building process.

Niche
As a local developer, Activa is focusing on creating a large niche in a new market and attracting interest
in sustainable housing with Net Zero and Net Zero Ready homes. Additionally, Activa’s existing basemodel homes are already ENERGY STAR cetified, helping to establish credibility and a sense of familiarity
amongst sustainable housing initiatives.

Structure
The Activa Marketing team is a small but mighty team of creators that work hard to ensure the
organization has a positive reputation in Waterloo region. As an organization, Activa currently has around
200 employees that support marketing, construction, customer service and the building process 3.
Currently, Activa has 10 communities that they have developed or are still developing for families
today. To ensure the safety and proper building of these communities, Activa works closely with local
associations such as, The Ontario Home Builders Association, Grand Valley Construction Association,
Canadian Home Builders Association and Greater Kitchener Waterloo Chamber of Commerce 3.
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Ethical Base
Activa prides itself on providing safe, clean and innovative housing to individuals and families in Waterloo
Region. With customers, Activa values transparency, timely communication and complete support. Their
mission of providing clean and safe housing is demonstrated at every level of the experience; from safe
construction, safety regulations for builders, conducting accurate research, and promoting housing with
important environmental and ethical boundaries in mind, Activa continues to foster healthy workplace
environments and communities.

Internal Impediments
As mentioned before, Activa is a medium-sized organization with a small marketing team. This could
pose challenges for future strategic communication with geographic barriers and increasing demand for
housing in the region. The demand on smaller teams may increase as the wants and needs for homes
located in Waterloo Region becomes greater.

External Environment
Supporters
The City of Kitchener and Region of Waterloo: The Region is dedicated to actively combating climate
change by encouraging sustainable practices and reducing corporate greenhouse gas emissions. Due to
their positive regard towards environmental sustainability practices, these governing bodies are more
inclined to be supportive of the efforts of Activa with their Net Zero Ready housing options.
Partnerships: Activa has a number of partnerships, including: Habitat for Humanity Waterloo Region,
Kids Ability, Hockey Helps the Homeless, and House of Friendship.
Consumers: Current customers can be seen as supportive of Activa, not only for their purchasing
decision, but for their endorsement of Activa to friends and family members. The positive connections
fostered during the buying, designing and building process will aid in Activa’s continued reach and
reputation within the community.
Media: Media can be both a supporter or opponent based on the perspective of the story, and with our
research the majority of articles that covered real estate and climate change were in a positive image.

Competitors
Other Building Companies: There are a number of home builders who already offer Net Zero and Net
Zero Ready homes in Southern Ontario. See appendix C for a list of top competitors.
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Opponents
Activist - The City of Kitchener and Region of Waterloo: While the Region can be seen as a supporter of
Activa and its objectives, it can also be a potential opponent. The Region is very supportive of sustainable
practices, but it also places focus on protecting land and affordable housing. For this reason, they have
the potential to be opposed to Activa’s new builds.
Advocate - Affordable Housing Organizations: The focus on affordable housing within the Waterloo
Region has taken off in the past couple years. There are many groups and organizations within the region
now that are focused on creating more affordable housing. Due to the cost increase of building a house
that is Net Zero Ready, these advocate groups are potential opponents to Activa’s new communities as
they have differing goals for the community.
Dissident - Farmers/Farmers Unions: Waterloo Region has a strong farming community. Due to the
continued growth of the Region, farming land is oftentimes affected by new builds. As Activa continues
to create new communities, there is a likelihood of pushback occurring from these groups. Their
opposition is rational and can be mitigated through strong communication.

External Impediments
Government: The government can be said to be the greatest external impediment to Activa and its goals.
As the government bodies have the potential to change every four years, so too will regulations and
focuses. In the past few years, changes have been made to how people are able to apply for mortgage
loans 43. Most recently, the government has been focused on building more affordable housing, going so
far as to set aside $1 billion dollars to building 3, 000 affordable homes across Canada 9. The government
has the potential to both aid and threaten the work that Activa is doing based upon who is in power and
what their focus is on.
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Conducting a competitor analysis allows a company to identify organizational strengths and weaknesses
similar to a SWOT but to compare to primary, secondary and tertiary competitors. This document aims
to contrast and compare their differences, identify the competitors strengths, what they’re doing well,
as well as identify any weaknesses. The document will aid in helping Activa in developing a proactive
approach for their Net Zero Ready campaign.
In the research process, nine prospective competitors were chosen including the client. Each was
separated from larger groups of home builders into columns where main identifiers were rated, and
categorized to understand their stance in the Net Zero line-up and as a local progressive builder. The
eight best competitors were selected from an extensive list, and were chosen based on; number of
communities built, geolocation of communities they serve, and whether or not they offer Net Zero
Ready options.
To complete an in-depth analysis of each organization, each company had a micro content audit
completed on their social media platforms and websites to identify measurable forms of success such as
page likes, followers, reviews, company size, and more. These elements helped to identify the top three
competitors. With this data, Activa can proactively avoid the failures of its competitors whilst growing in
stride by capitalizing on the strengths of their successes. Refer to appendix C for a full detailed analysis

Primary Competitors
Competitors identified as being part of the primary category included; Sifton Properties, Terra-View
Homes, Mattamy Homes and Sinclair Homes as well as our client, Activa. Each of its primary competitors
serves the local region, offers Net Zero Ready home building, and has built over ten communities each.
Sifton Properties: A relatively local competitor with years of experience under their belt and over 16
communities built and building. Sifton has its strengths in its ability to be constantly progressive and
looking for new ways to innovate. They offer rentals alongside custom homes, making them a very
dynamic competitor. Sifton Properties also offers Net Zero Ready homes and caters to multiple publics
in varying demographics.
Terra-View Homes: A homebuilder serving Guelph and surrounding regions with over 15 communities
built and building. Terra-View homes has over 200 years in overall experience and are luxury builders
with a keen eye for detail. Terra-View also offers quick closing options with houses that are move-in
ready. Where Terra-View lacks is in their ability to create a personal connection with the client, taking
their building beyond just a house and making it a home.
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Mattamy Homes: The largest home building competitor in North America, Mattamy Homes operates
across the USA and Canada, offers innovative and new ways to build homes. Their extensive tenure
puts them at the forefront of custom building and sustainable home solutions. Mattamy Homes lacks in
their customer service department where they fail to see their customers through to the very end. The
company is ultra-involved in community organizations as well as big-name charities, which improves
their reputation in the communities they operate in.
Sinclair Homes: Sinclair Homes serves the Region and beyond with their high quality, custom-built
homes. Sinclair Homes, although a smaller competitor, offers a personalized customer experience and
elite craftsmanship. This often leaves Sinclair Homes’ customers pleased based on their positive reviews
and social media presence.

Secondary Competitors
These organizations and companies offer low-end or high-end versions of home builds. Although a competitor,
they are slated to the secondary column due to elements such as less experience, less communities built
and overall smaller online presence.
Doug Tarry Homes: Although they consider themselves to be expert builders, Doug Tarry Homes has a small
community profile and has only built approximately seven communities. Where Doug Tarry Homes has its
strengths is in the variety of model home choices they offer. This company lacks in their ability to make a
customer and online connection, asseen in their lack of reviews and testimonials.
Acorn Developments: Acorn Developments is a builder focused on York Region and the surrounding areas.
This organization has many great features that allow a newer builder to grow at a fast rate. Acorn Developments
has strengths in building properties efficiently, but lacks attention to the small things. Weaknesses include
their failure to capitalize on positive publicity from former customers (E.g. testimonials, review incentives).
Gemini Homebuilders: Gemini Homebuilders focuses on the luxury aspects of building, whilst also
ensuring a positive customer experience. Although on par in terms of number of communities built, Gemini
Homebuilders has not expanded into Waterloo region as of yet, making them a fierce competitor should they
choose to build in the area. Unfortunately for the organization, their focus on luxury homes makes it difficult
for them to meet the needs of alternative publics looking for more cost-friendly options.
Reid Heritage Homes: A semi-local home builder with roots in Guelph and the surrounding areas. They
are a fast-growing competitor speacializing in innovative technologies like Net Zero Ready and is constantly
pivoting to be ahead of the next eco-trend. Unfortunately, Reid Heritage Homes has had trouble navigating
the media as they’ve received poor press coverage in the past with allegations of organizational racism.
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Competitor Analysis: Take-aways
When looking at Activa, we can see many strengths such as their hand-holding experience that
keeps customers happy, and in-house design studio; However, the company always has room for
improvement. By building off the successes and failures of its competitors, Activa can leverage
a successful spot in the market. The top competitor that has been identified is Mattamy Homes.
Due to their extensive experience and prevalence as builders in Waterloo Region, this
company provides strengths and weaknesses that Activa should take into consideration.
Mattamy Homes has strengths in their reach and engagement. Activa could learn from Mattamy Homes’
social media presence on multiple platforms including: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn
and YouTube. Capitalizing on reach can improve engagement by targeting multiple demographics
through different channels and messaging. When advising what Activa could learn in terms of what
not to do, Mattamy Homes has weaknesses in their public relations and customer service department
where they’ve mishandled client confrontations, leading to multiple poor reviews. Ensuring that client
care continues to be at the top of Activa’s priorities will ensure that the reputation of the company only
contines to improve.

Although secondary competitors, their collective target markets are the same, therefore it
is important to identify how Activa can learn from these competitors as well. Top secondary
competitors were identified as Acorn Developments and Reid Heritage Homes.
Acorn Developments thrives in their attention to detail and have styled their brand around this theme.
Although successful, it’s difficult to find satisfied customers as a lack of testimonials available. Activa
has an ‘Our Stories’ page which could be utilized throughout the website by introducing scrolling
testimonials. This can work to improve credibility and possible future commitments to Activa as a choice
builder.
Reid Heritage Homes is an innovative competitor, and Activa should look to be on top of future green
initiatives beyond Net Zero Ready in order to put themselves at the forefront of new home building
techniques and technology. While innovation is a strong tactic to stay current, it’s important to ensure
your customer service is on par as well. Poor news coverage leads to negative publicity, as seen with
Reid Heritage Homes. Having a strong crisis communications strategy will give Activa a competitive edge
in customer service.
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Prospective Partnership Analysis
A partnership is a beneficial joint relationship between two or more organizations to reach a common goal.
After research was conducted, two local organizations have been identified as strong potential partnerships
as they share a common vision for a sustainable future in the Waterloo Region. Reep Green Solutions, and
Climate Action WR both share a common goal of increasing awareness on sustainable living practices and
enhanced education for the public on the benefits of sustainable living. These partnerships have the potential
to enhance the quality of research conducted and increase the reach of brand exposure within the Waterloo
Region.
Activa has identified an opportunity to increase awareness and education around sustainable building
practices and net zero ready homes to home buyers in Waterloo Region. This opportunity has aligned with
both the mission of Reep Green Solutions of encouraging members of the community taking steps to live
more sustainable lives as well as the region’s goal to climate action and reducing greenhouse gas impacts
within the region.

Potential Partnership Opportunities
Charitable
A charitable partnership occurs when an organization will endorse or work with a charity to create influence
and brand awareness 28. This collaboration between an organization and charity is best when they are
committed to a similar passion or social change. Activa could improve public perception and awareness of Net
Zero Ready homes by partnering with organizations like Reep Green Solutions and Cimate Action Waterloo
Region. These organizations can work together to help achieve the goal of awareness and education.
Reep Green Solutions: Reep Green Solutions is looking to empower members of the Kitchener Waterloo
region to shift to more sustainable options in their everyday lives 47. Partnering with Reep Green Solutions
can increase exposure for the Activa brand while promoting a charitable cause that supports their goal.
Climate Action Waterloo Region: Climate Action Waterloo Region (CAWR) is looking to support leaders of
sustainability in the Waterloo Region 27. Partnering with CAWR can boost support for sustainable practices
within the community while increasing awareness for Activa.

Distribution
A distribution partnership is a form of partnership that includes one partner distributing another organization’s
marketing materials or content to their audience 28. This kind of partnership can show the trust each
organization has with each other and can have a positive effect on the public’s view of the two organizations.

Content
A content partnership is the collaboration of projects between organizations to achieve a common goal 28.
Both organizations work together to create cohesive media and marketing content to share with their target
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audience through their respective platforms and increase organizational exposure.

MEDIA CONTENT ANALYSIS
Research Question for Content Analysis
When conducting the content analysis, the following question helped guide our research:

“How do Waterloo Region residents and local journalists view Net Zero Ready homes, the current real
estate market and sustainability efforts throughout the Region?”

Top Media Outlets
In Waterloo Region
• CTV News Kitchener
• Global News
Kitchener-Waterloo
• The Record

Population Sample
There are three
subjects we are
focusing on for this
study:
• Real Estate
• Sustainability and
Climate Change
• Net Zero Homes

Unit of Analysis
• Types of article
• Attitude

To see the full article and attitude analysis, please refer to appendix D.

Data Analysis
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This research shows that there is a significant gap in coverage for Sustainability Efforts and Net Zero
Homes in the Waterloo Region. The Record and CTV News Kitchener have more coverage of current real
estate trends and both channels devote slightly more space to real estate related coverage as the market
continues to increase in the Region. The Record also offers more coverage for local sustainability efforts
and climate change related topics in comparison to the other two sources studied. All sources had over
60% positive attitudes when it came to real estate and sustainability coverage. There was no coverage of
Net Zero housing within the past seven years and none in Ontario.

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS
Key Findings
A social media analysis provides insight into what content works best and how engaged followers are with
the content. Knowing what works will help Activa to continue to engage and gain more of a following on
their social platforms.
Activa has three social media platforms that it uses: Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. We analyzed social
media posts on each of the platforms beginning in January 2020 and going to the most recent posts. The
analysis showed that Activa shares consistent messaging and themes across all platforms, with a specific
focus on the community and showcasing Activa’s work. Visual aids are used as a means to increase views of
the post and links to articles, tagging of involved organizations/people and the use of hashtags are all used
by Activa to increase the appeal of each post.
Although Activa is lacking engagement with their content online, the engagement that they do receive
is overall positive. Strong social media presence is not just about the size of an organization’s following
but the quality of conversation and engagement that is generated from a brand’s online presence (see
appendix E for full social media analysis).
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Analyzing the Publics
EXISTING PUBLICS ANALYSIS
There are numerous publics that Activa can leverage in their communications strategies. While these publics
may not necessarily be Activa’s key publics, it is important to keep them in mind when developing a campaign,
as they can all impact the outcomes and the organization’s overall public perception. Additionally, by analyzing
these publics, we can better understand the overall situation, and adjust our course of action as needed.

Customers
Past Home Buyers
Past home buyers refers to individuals and families that have already purchased and built a home with Activa.
Activa has 10 established and future communities. To date, there are over 1,400 houses in Waterloo Region
that have been built by Activa. Past home buyers are an important public as they can influence perception of
the organization. Based on their individual customer experience, past home buyers can affect the reputation
Activa has in the community. This public can impact public perception through negative or positive interactions
such as online reviews, word-of-mouth conversations, social media posts and recommendations. Activa
currently has a generally positive online reputation, with customer reviews indicating a 3.3/5 score on Google.
The organization is extremely customer-centric, which is an existing strategy that should be leveraged in
future campaigns.

Current /Potential Home Buyers
Current and potential home buyers are the current primary customers for Activa. This refers to individuals
who are either in the process of looking into buying a home or have already completed and submitted an
application to build a home with Activa. With many upcoming developments for Activa-built communities, it
is important to note that statistics point to a demographic shift in homebuyer trends. It is believed that rather
than seeing a high volume of first-time home buyers, most home ownership transactions will take place for
second-time buyers and baby boomers (age 55-74)29. Second-time buyers will be looking to upgrade from
their current homes, and baby boomers are intent on downsizing or relocating closer to their families. The
general ages of the second-time buyers is believed to be older millennials and generation x (a combined
range of people aged 30-56) 13.
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It is also important to note that the average price for a detached home in Waterloo Region is over $850,000
5. This has made it a difficult market for first-time buyers and young individuals just starting their careers,
and has hindered this demographic’s ability to purchase real estate. Future campaigns should take these
potential demographic implications in mind when choosing a key public.

Shadow Constituencies (Friends/Family of Home Buyer)
Shadow constituencies refer to friends, family or people within the network of current or potential home
buyers. This group, although not directly a customer, has the ability to directly affect the public perception
of Activa and their home builds. Oftentimes, when a customer has either a great or poor buying experience,
they will either recommend or not recommend the organization in question. Depending on the experience
of current and potential home buyers, these shadow constituencies can spread information through the
grapevine and impact organizational reputation, thus affecting people’s likelihood to purchase a home with
Activa. Nearly 59% of consumers stated that recommendations from within their network are an important
factor in their buying decisions 43.

Producers
Employees
Activa currently has over 200 employees. The organization strives to hire locally, keeping the entire
organization as community-focused as possible. Additionally, the organization places great importance on
supporting local social infrastructure, further strengthening their community values. Current employees
have the potential to become brand ambassadors, supporting Activa’s local reputation and potential buying
decisions. By leveraging employees as potential community champions, Activa can further solidify its place in
Waterloo Region as a trusted community-built and run organization.

Build Partners and Developers
Activa outsources some of its building and development work to a network of professionals. These relationships
are extremely important to both Activa and the contractors. That being said, these professional connections
must be upheld. There is an opportunity for Activa to leverage community partnerships and build new ones
through future campaigns.

Investors/Shareholders
Investors and shareholders help to fund Activa’s community builds. Without them, the work they do would be
extremely difficult. As such, this public is extremely important when it comes to withhold both relationships
and the organization’s overall reputation. Negative outcomes from projects and/or public perception can
weigh heavily on investors and shareholders, therefore making this public’s priority extremely high.
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Enablers
Partnerships
Community organizations represent an opportunity for partnership with Activa – both around their communitybuilding and sustainability efforts. Local organizations such as Reep Green Solutions and Climate Action WR
are ideal for partnerships around Activa’s upcoming Net Zero Ready home campaign due to the position they
hold in the community. By collaborating with these organizations, Activa can reach new audiences, while also
helping to increase their credibility.

Community Organizations
Activa holds strategic partnerships with many organizations in Waterloo Region such as KidsAbility, House
of Friendship, Habitat for Humanity, and Hockey Helps the Homeless. These partnerships provide Activa a
chance to give back to their local communities, while also gaining positive exposure from their corporate
social responsibility. By leveraging these partnerships, Activa can continue to improve its local reputation,
potentially leading to an expanded customer base.

Media
The media has the ability to both sway the public’s perception of Activa and help promote/criticize the
company’s initiatives. For this reason, it is important that Activa continues to foster its relationship with
local media outlets. Waterloo Region has a number of regional outlets that focus specifically on the local
community. For future campaigns, Activa should consider further leveraging these local outlets to help
educate and spread awareness around their initiatives.

Government/Regulatory Bodies
Both the government and regulatory bodies have a strong hold over Activia and their initiatives. Both the
provincial and federal government have control over legislation that can limit or change Activa’s campaigns.
The Places to Grow Act was enacted to accommodate further communal builds, while also protecting
agricultural land and the natural environment. The Ontario Building Code also determines the standards
home builders have to abide by in order to be ENERGY STAR or Net Zero Ready certified.
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Limiters
Competitors
Although Activa has a niche market for home building in Waterloo Region (there are currently no Net Zero
Ready communities in the area, and Activa primarily builds in KW), there are a number of competitors that
limit the success of the organization’s campaigns. Companies such as Mattamy Homes, Sinclair Homes and
Reid Heritage Homes offer Net Zero Ready properties in the Region and beyond. These organizations can
become competitors, and Activa must work actively to maintain its reputation as one of Waterloo Region’s
top home builders.

Opponents and Hostile Forces
Before Activa can begin developing communities, they must purchase land. Most of the time, this land either
comes from cash crop farms or vacant land in Waterloo Region. Whenever this type of land is transformed
into subdivisions, there are groups that raise concerns. From farmers unions to environmental activists, these
hostile forces and opponents can not only interfere with Activa’s building initiatives, but also lead to negative
press and a lowered public perception.
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RESEARCH SURVEY ANALYSIS
Survey Opportunity
An analytic survey was completed on residents of Waterloo Region. This survey looked at three specific areas:
prospective buyer demographics, Net Zero Ready home awareness, and interest. The survey was deployed
via social media and a total of 55 participants, all located in Waterloo Region, contributed. While unbiased,
the survey had technical and social limitations. These include:
• Deployment limitations: As the surveys were deployed via social media, many of the participants were
limited to our networks. Additionally, local residents and prospective home buyers without social media
were not able to take part.
• Limited qualitative data: With simple ‘form-style’ online questionnaires, it is difficult to judge the
overarching attitudes of participants. While we were able to gain some qualitative data around perception
and opinion, important social factors such as body language and tone were impossible to gauge.
• Incomplete/unanswered questions: As with any type of study, there is the possibility of unanswered
questions. In this survey there were instances where some questions were answered “prefer not to say”.
These results prevent us from fully analyzing the demographic or perception results of all participants.

Survey Research Questions
As the survey was comprised of three sub-sections, three unique research questions were posed:
• Demographic: Who is interested in and/or capable of buying Net Zero Ready home?
• Awareness: What is the current level of awareness for Net Zero Ready homes in Waterloo Region?
• Interest: What is the level of interest for Net Zero Ready homes in Waterloo Region?

Key Terms
The following key terms were utilized in the survey:
• Net Zero
• Net Zero Ready
• ENERGY STAR Certified home
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Summary of Findings
100%

of survey participants
were located within
Waterloo Region.

55%

of survey participants
currently own real
estate.

Demographic Findings
• Of those who didn’t own real estate in Waterloo Region, 71% indicated an interest in purchasing
within the next five years.
• 66% of respondents were between the ages of 31-60+, 68% female , 32% male, 62 % either married
or common law
• 92% of respondents had post-secondary education
• Most common annual household income between $100,000-$200,000 (43%)

80%

had never before heard
of a Net Zero Ready
home.

60%

of survey participants
were aware of ENERGY
STAR certified homes.

Awareness Findings
• Only 25% survey participants fully understood what an ENERGY STAR certified home entailed.
• After reading thorough definitions of ENERGY STAR certified, Net Zero Ready and Net Zero homes,
41% of participants did not fully understand the difference between the options.

98%

of participants thought
Net Zero Ready homes
were better quality than
base model homes.

87%

would pay an additional
fee to upgrade to a Net
Zero Ready home.

Interest Findings
• The main factors in driving purchase decisions were cost-efficiency upfront, cost-efficiency over
time, quality and positive environmental impact
• 75% would pay between $10,000 – over $25,000 to upgrade to a Net Zero Ready home
• Cost and lack of awareness were the most prominent limiting factors for upgrading to a Net Zero
Ready home.
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Survey Highlights
Correlations
• Minimal evidence pointing towards
• 90% of participants aged 31 and older were either married or common law.
• Of this same group, 53% have children under the age of 18.
• Additionally, 96% have attended some sort of post-secondary education
• 80% have an annual household income of $100,000 or more
• Jobs include marketing, medical, education, and sales.
• 80% have never heard of Net Zero Ready homes, but over 96% feel it’s important to invest in
energy-efficient infrastructure for their homes, and 96% believe Net Zero Ready homes are
better quality than base model homes.

Public Misconceptions
• “Eco-friendly” and “green”
• Less damaging to the environment
• “One of those cheap slapped together homes that all look the same. Squished together in rows.”
• “It’s self-sustaining, so it would generate its own electricity”
• “Gives off no pollution.”
• “Net Zero Energy expenditure?”
• “it’s somewhat misleading term”

Opportunities
• Consumers aware of Net Zero Ready home options within companies such as Reids and Blue Valley Build
Corporation- opportunity to push initiatives.
• Over 57% of respondents indicated interest to invest in energy-saving infrastructure for their homes.
• Prime market in Waterloo Region is the demographic that indicated the highest percentages of interest.
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KEY PUBLIC
People aged 35-55 in Waterloo Region
Public Relations Situation
By correlating secondary data on home owners and buyers in the Region and primary data gathered in
our research survey, it was determined that the primary key public for future Net Zero Ready awareness,
acceptance and action campaigns will be people aged 35-55 in Waterloo Region. For this key public, the
public relations situation is that Activa must find a way to increase awareness and interest in their future Net
Zero Ready home initiative, while also influencing action results, such as premium Net Zero Ready package
upgrades and inquiries. This key public consists of adults between the ages of 35-55, which represents roughly
69% of total homebuyers in Canada13. Many of these individuals are in the market to upgrade to a new home
and are either single or couple without kids, or married/common law with a growing family 13.

Specific details on this public were revealed in our primary research survey.

98%

of participants aged 31 and
older were either married or
common law.

Of this same group,

96%

53%

have children under
the age of 18.

have attended some sort of
post-secondary education.

80%

have an annual household income
of $100,000 or more. Jobs include
marketing, medical, education, and sales
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Organization
Activa plays a vital role in the entire home buying and building process for many individuals in Waterloo
Region. As one of the area’s top home builders, Activa has a responsibility to give its customers a quality
final product, while also providing a seamless and consumer-centric buying experience along the way. More
specifically, for the Net Zero Ready home campaigns Activa plans to launch in 2022, the organization must
help to educate its customers on what Net Zero is and how it can benefit them. By continuing to be customercentric and a prominent figure in Waterloo Region’s community, Activa can leverage this niche market and
maintain and foster its positive relationships with our indicated key public.

Communication Behaviour
Our key public is active on social media. Ages 35-55 are spread across two separate generational groups:
millennials and generation x. Although unique and diverse in many ways, both of these groups prefer Facebook
as their platform of choice, followed by Instagram 7. Leveraging social media campaigns and ensuring that
customer inquiries, should they arise, are answered on these platforms would be beneficial for Activa.
Additionally, data shows that nearly 30% of buyers first look online when looking for a home builder 13.

Demographics
As mentioned previously our key public consists of individuals between the ages of 35-55 located in Waterloo
Region. This includes people of all ethnicities, cultural backgrounds, genders and sexualities. While this
demographic includes people with many different incomes, we advise gearing any future campaigns to
households within the $100,000 and higher tax bracket, as this group has the monetary resources to upgrade
to the Net Zero Ready home package.

Personality Preferences
Survey results indicate that our key public does not respond well to social pressure. When asked whether
or not their neighbours or peers upgrading to a Net Zero Ready package would affect their interest, only
16% answered ‘yes’. Additionally, over 93% of this group indicated that sustainability was highly important
to them. Activa should leverage this ideology for future campaigns, as it could help pique the interest of
prospective Net Zero Ready home buyers.

Benefit Statement
Activa can help educate this key public on the benefits of innovative, sustainable homes, while also providing
prospective buyers with a highly customer-centric and niche Net Zero Ready home purchasing experience.
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To see the full survey and results, please refer to appendix F.

Buyer Personas
o n a #1
Pers
Family Man Dan
38 Years Old

“I love my home, but we are planning on adding more
members to our family so we need to upgrade. I want a
home that not only accommodates this, but also helps
lower my monthly bills and my carbon footprint!”
Work: Electrician
Family: Married, 1 child, one on the way
Location: Waterloo, Ontario
Education: Trade School
Household Income: $150,000

Goals:

Upgrade house for growing family
Lower monthly bills and expenses
Reduce carbon footprint

Frustrations:

Limited options for low consumption home options in Waterloo Region
Limited information on these solutions available online
Unaware of Net Zero and Net Zero Ready homes and benefits – missed opportunity.

Preferred Channels:

Social media – Facebook/Instagram
Online – ads, web pages
Referrals from family, friends and connections
Home trends media – traditional media
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Buyer Personas
o n a #2
Pers
Successful Suzie
45 Years Old

“I’m in need of a change and want to upgrade to a new
home that is unique to my style. I value sustainability, and
this is something I want my home to reflect.”
Work: Post-Secondary Professor
Family: Common Law with Partner, No Kids
Location: Cambridge, Ontario
Education: Master’s Degree
Household Income: $175,000

Goals:

Upgrade home from her first house – wants a change of scenery
Customize home to exact design standards she wants
Reduce carbon footprint

Frustrations:

Limited options for low consumption home options in Waterloo Region
Limited information on these solutions available online
Unaware of Net Zero and Net Zero Ready homes and benefits – missed opportunity

Preferred Channels:
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Social media – Facebook/Instagram
Online – ads, web pages
Referrals from family, friends and connections
Home trends media – traditional media

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Goal
The goal of this campaign is to raise awareness of Net Zero Ready homes in the Waterloo region with focus
on a holistic community education approach.

Objectives
Awareness
To have an effect on the awareness of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 30 to 55; specifically to increase
understanding of Activa’s offering of Net Zero Ready homes by 10 percent (determined by 5,669 survey
participants within the Waterloo Region conducted by Activa with 56 percent of participants being familiar
with Net Zero) by the end of 2023.

Acceptance
To have an effect on the acceptance of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 30 to 55; specifically to increase
their positive attitudes towards sustainable practices of Net Zero Ready homes by 7 percent (based on
5,669 survey participants within the Waterloo Region conducted by Activa with 52 percent of participants
being interested in Net Zero Ready Homes) the end of 2023.

Action
To have an effect on the action of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 30 to 55; specifically to increase Net
Zero Ready home upgrade inquiries versus the Energy Star base model by a total of 50 indications (5% of
the 5,669 survey participants within Waterloo Region conducted by Activa) by the end of 2023.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this extensive research has become a strong foundation to guide the strategic planning
process moving forward. Understanding what this research has found will provide key insights for action
and strategy planning that include communication tactics, key messages, and evaluation of a Strategic
Communication Plan.
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PHASE TWO
Housing With An Impact Campaign Strategy

Action Strategy
From the conducted primary and secondary research, there is an emergent theme pointing to a lack of
understanding of Net Zero Ready homes and Activa’s offering of these Net Zero Ready home packages. To
combat the lack of awareness and information pertaining to Net Zero Ready homes, it is imperative that this
communications campaign focuses on sparking conversation, specifically within the community. In order to
do so, this campaign utilizes a proactive strategy meant to increase awareness among the target audience,
generate positive attitudes towards the topic, and move the target audience to action.

Audience Engagement
Educate people within the Waterloo Region between the ages of 35 to 55 on Net Zero Ready homes
through strong two-way communications aiming to engage the public to take action.
Activa is strong in it’s communication with current clients going through the buying and building process
with them. To move forward with this communications campaign, there needs to be a strong two-way
communication channel similar to the “hand-holding” experience Activa gives to its current customers.
Opening up communications channels to educate the public on Net Zero Ready homes will require the
audience to find interest, be willing to participate and to provide feedback on the topic. This will only occur
when the audience is reached through the platforms they utilize the most. Through the conducted primary
and secondary research, people between the ages of 35 to 55 find most of their information from social
media platforms, specifically Facebook and Instagram, traditional media platforms including television
and newspapers, as well as, print media, and through word-of-mouth. Therefore, the communications
campaign will need to provide two-way communication through these platforms.
The audience engagement strategy was chosen for this campaign to reach those within the Waterloo
Region between the ages of 35 and 55 to introduce the sustainable building practices of Net Zero Ready
homes. More than just an education plan, this campaign aims to engage the target audience and create
conversation about Net Zero Ready homes, with the hope that the audience will then take actions to build
a Net Zero Ready home with Activa. According to the primary and secondary research conducted, the
target audience cares about the community and the environment which Activa can utilizes when crafting
targeted messages for the audience.
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Alliance
Build a new and beneficial relationship with a regional leader in sustainability and housing.
An alliance is an informal working relationship between organizations 54. An alliance not only helps to build
a relationship with other organizations that have similar interests, it also provides more resources and a
broader reach. For the purpose of this campaign, an alliance will be made between Activa and Reep Green
Solutions. The reason the alliance is with Reep Green Solutions is due to the similar interests the two share.
Both Activa and Reep are active within the community, provide sustainable options for homeowners, and
have an interest in the environment.
An alliance strategy was chosen for this campaign in order to continue building Activa’s reputation as an
active member within the community and to utilize the influence and voice of Reep Green to reach more
of the target audience.

Strategic Philanthropy
Build support for upgrading to the Net Zero Ready home package while also giving back to the
community in a healthy, environmentally friendly way.
Strategic philanthropy is a way of encouraging community relations using gestures to push the interests of
the organization, employees and customers 54. It is a form of corporate social responsibility that realizes
the importance of the community perspective 54. This strategy is a great opportunity for Activa to create
stronger ties to the community, promote their innovative and sustainable building practices and give back
to a local charity that has similar interests.
The strategic philanthropy strategy was chosen specifically for the two-way benefits that come about from
supporting a local charity with similar interests and ideals. Building relationships with other community
leaders, especially one that is locally recognized and has strong community ties, will not only give Activa
a stronger reach and new connections, but also position them as an active member of the community.
Due to the environmental impact that Net Zero Ready homes have, Activa will support a local charity that
focuses on sustainability and the environmental impacts of households.
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Communication Strategy
Publicity
Increase positive news media coverage of Net Zero Ready homes and position Activa as a thought
leader on the subject.
The news media is a trusted source of information for the public to go to. If information is shared on a
news media platform, that information is given more credibility, especially as it takes the screening of
the media gatekeepers to determine whether the information is accurate 54. In most cases, audiences
will trust the information provided by the news media over information shared by the organization itself
54. For this reason, having the news media share the relevant information will not only reach a larger
audience but position Activa as a credible source of information about the topic of Net Zero Ready homes.
The publicity strategy was chosen as a way to garner more interest from the target public. The news
media is able to reach a larger number of the target audience and from the audience analysis the news
media is one way in which the target audience finds their information. There is an added benefit to
including the news media in the campaign strategy; Activa currently doesn’t have many ties to the media
within the Region, so reaching out to them with accurate and useful information will help to start building
a relationship with local publications.

Transparent Communication
Provide open and transparent communication with the target public to engage and build trust so that
messaging is received positively.
Transparent communication is the idea that organizations be open to the public in both communication
and actions 54. This strategy is used especially for awareness objectives, like this campaign as it focuses on
the knowledge and understanding of the public 54. Therefore, Activa will be able to increase the public’s
trust and understanding of the material presented by utilizing transparent communication.
Activa already utilizes strong two-way communication with its current clients throughout the buying
process. For this campaign, the addition of more transparency into why Net Zero Ready homes are
important to the future of Waterloo Region will aid in educating the public and building trust within the
target public.
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Message Strategy
Emotional Appeals
Logos - Appeal to Reason
As an educated public, the use of the logic appeal is to be used by Activa to increase the awareness and
understanding the public has of Net Zero Ready homes. The use of factual evidence with this educated public
is more likely to appeal to the target audience than other appeals, as they will look for the facts to back up
any claims made by Activa. For this reason, a factual proposition will be utilized for this campaign. A factual
proposition is an evidence based premise. This proposition is most commonly used for objectives that are
linked to awareness, increasing attention and building understanding 54. Activa will use this proposition
to provide factual information to the target public about Net Zero Ready homes and the environmental
impact the houses have. To ensure the proper sharing of information, the information must be shared with
clear and simplified messaging that utilizes logic and reason to support the public's understanding.

Verbal Evidence
Comparison
Comparisons are used to help an audience understand the message 54. Using evidence that the audience
already knows to contrast the new information being provided gives the audience another tangible item
to inform their understanding. Activa will use comparison’s to show the target public how Net Zero Ready
homes differ from Energy Star certified homes.

Statistics
Statistics are clearly stated facts that are hard to argue against 54. The use of statistics will help to further
corroborate Activa’s messaging on Net Zero Ready homes and the benefits the houses provide. The
research Activa has previously done on Net Zero Ready homes combined with the research done for this
campaign provide the necessary evidence to support the campaigns messaging stating the environmental
impacts Net Zero Ready homes have.
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Testimonial and Endorsement
Testimonials and endorsements can take many forms, but their purpose serves to provide formal evidence
54. Testimonials are made by individuals who have used a product or service provided by the organization,
while endorsements are individuals who support the ideas an organization has 54. Activa has used
testimonials in the past on their website and on social media platforms to attract new clients and share
the stories of existing clients. Using these testimonials within the campaign will provide further support
of Activa’s messaging and provide visual evidence that people are buying these Net Zero Ready homes.
An endorsement will also aid Activa in its goal to educate the people of Waterloo Region while keeping
community centered. For example, Reep Green Solutions, the charity organization Activa is forming an
alliance with during this campaign, would be an excellent community endorser for the campaign as it is an
active and well-known local charity within the Region.

Visual Supporting Evidence
As this campaign has both a print and digital focus, the use of visual supporting evidence is imperative to
communicating the statistics, testimonials and endorsements in a way that grabs the public's attention.
Visual supporting evidence will include the use of photographs, charts, diagrams, infographics, posters and
brochures in both digital and print formats.

Pathos - Appeal to Sentiment
Pathos is an emotional appeal meant to move a public to action by tapping into their positive and negative
emotions about a topic 54. According to the primary and secondary research conducted, those between the
ages of 33 and 55 within the Waterloo Region hold great value in their community and the environment.
For this reason, Activa will utilize the virtue appeal, which is a positive emotional appeal moving a public to
action by tapping into their core values 54.
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Verbal Communication
Message Structure
Reiteration
Reiteration is the way in which a message is presented in different ways while conveying the same meaning.
It is used to present the main ideas of a campaign in a persuasive way 54. Activa will use reiteration in the
key messages for this campaign to reinforce the message that Net Zero Ready homes are environmentally
friendly and beneficial to families and the community.

Message Content
Clarity
Clear and concise writing will be necessary for communicating with the public, especially on a topic that is
not discussed or understood widely by the target public. Using simplified words and reducing the amount
of jargon within the messaging will make it easier for the target public to understand the amount of
information they are being shown. For this campaign, putting the messaging in layman terms will allow
the target public to interact and take away key information about Net Zero Ready homes that will help to
inform their home buying later on.

Readability
Readability is the writing level material is created for, relative to the educational level of the intended
audience. In most cases, like with newspapers, writing sits at around the ninth-grade level to make it easy
for everyone to read and understand 54. For the purpose of this campaign, the readability level will sit
at the ninth-grade level in order to engage the target audience and allow them to fully understand the
material they are reading.

Salience
Salience is the unique selling proposition that a product or service offers. In other words, what makes it
stand out compared to the competitors 54. The housing industry is a booming business with many different
ways of building and selling. To make sure that Net Zero Ready homes stand out from the crowd, salience
will be used to show the unique qualities that make it the best option for homeowners looking to build
more sustainably.

Power Words
Power words will be included within the messaging to grab the target audience’s attention. Words like
“impactful housing”, “sustainably friendly”, “healthy homes” and “clean building” will be used to garner
interest and move the audience to read further.
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Nonverbal Communication
Nonverbal communication is another way of communicating with an audience using actions, body and
facial cues to carry meaning 54. The use of nonverbal communication works to elevate the messaging and
help to further connect the organization to the audience 54.
For the purpose of this campaign, nonverbal communication will be used to:
• Convey the open and connected atmosphere of Activa through the use of open body language, handgestures and positive facial expressions;
• Show active listening through the use of direct eye contact with the person speaking; and
• Clearly articulate key information to the target audience using slow, relaxed, professional, and friendly
vocals

Visual Communication
Visual communication is another form of nonverbal communication that can impact the communications
effectiveness 54. Visual communication includes everything from images and symbols to the setting, mood,
music and clothing 54.
For the purpose of this campaign, visual communication will be used to:
• Showcase the environment and community benefits of Net Zero Ready homes, through the use of leaves
to symbolize the environment and homes to symbolize the community;
• Build recognition of Activa as a brand and of the alliance between Activa and Reep Green Solutions
through the use of their logos;
• Highlight Activa’s professionalism through the use of appropriate attire; and
• Convey the ties between Activa and the environment through the use of Activa’s branded colours and the
inclusion of green to showcase the environmental aspect
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Key Messages
Strong key messages are important for any campaign. They provide the intended audiences with the
relevant information the campaign is trying to get across. For this campaign, the key messages have been
broken up into the different audience Activa is reaching during the campaign. Key messages are therefore
broken up into messaging for: the target public (current and potential customers), partners and the news
media. The key messages for each of these audiences is meant to show the public what Activa has to offer
with its new Net Zero Ready homes and position Activa as a business focused on the environment and
giving back to the community.

Key Messages for Target Public
Housing With An Impact
Net Zero Ready homes have all of the comforts of a standard house with the
benefits of being sustainably friendly.
Net Zero Ready homes help you to save on energy and lower your families
carbon footprint.

Key Messages for Reep Green

A partnership with Activa will help develop more environmentally concious
communities.
Activa is a proud member of the community who wants to help further your
goals and support your cause for a better, greener, Waterloo Region.
Together we can bring awareness to practicing sustainability and educate the
public on how to be more environmentally friendly.

Key Messages for News Media
Activa is leading the way in sustainable building with its offering of Net Zero
Ready homes.
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Activa supports local organizations and is proud to offer sustainable options
for building to Waterloo Region.

PHASE THREE
Housing With An Impact Campaign Tactics

Tactics
Organizational-Site Involvement
Open Doors Event
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Owned Media
To increase the target audience's awareness and interest in Activa and what they offer, giving special
attention to the new Net Zero Ready homes, the first tactic is to host an open doors special event. This
event will take place at Activa headquarters and include a free tour of the facility by employees of Activa.
The tour will take people through the home buying experience, with a special trip through the award
winning design studio, and include snacks and refreshments as well as a information package about what
Activa offers, with special information about the new Net Zero Ready homes. The purpose of this event is
to attract potential clients within the target audience to Activa, allow them to learn about the organization,
and provide them with key information about the products that Activa offers. As there are numerous
competitors within the Region, this event will help to set Activa apart and build relationships within the
target audience. This tactic will incorporate print and digital media to promote the event utilizing posters,
flyers, and social media posts to spread the word. This event aims to raise awareness of Activa and what
they can offer, but more than that the event aims to open two-way communication between the target
public in order to build rapport. The event also aims to educate the public on different building options,
including the innovative Net Zero Ready homes Activa has added to its arsenal. This is especially important
as the target public has little knowledge of these more sustainable options, but has a strong desire to
reduce their environmental impact.
This tactic depends on the face-to-face value that is provided by an inhouse event. For this reason, the
COVID-19 pandemic must be considered as the risks are high during this time. This event will be dependent
on lockdown and colour ranking measures. For this reason, the event will be held when it is safe to do so.
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Audience-Site Involvement
'Homes to Blooms' - Activa X Reep Green:
Grant & Event
Strategic Philanthropy Strategy
Alliance Strategy
Audience Engagement Strategy
Publicity Strategy
Paid Media
To build incentive for the target audience to take action on upgrading to the Net Zero Ready home package,
this tactic involves partnering with a local charity to give back to the community in a sustainable way. This
tactic will involve Activa and Reep Green Solutions forming an alliance towards a common goal of bringing
innovative sustainable building to Waterloo Region and helping the environment. The tactic will also use
strategic philanthropy to support the building of community relations with both the target audience and
Reep Green, while also benefiting Activa’s objectives to educate and move the public to act on the Net Zero
Ready packages. The tactic will show off both Activa’s commitment to the community and environment and
help Reep Green to raise awareness and support for their Bloom{in} Boxes. For every client that upgrades
to the Net Zero Ready home package a Bloom{in} Box will be planted in community raised flower beds that
will be built by Activa. To make it even more environmentally friendly, Activa can use leftover lumber from
the homes to build the raised flower beds. As part of this tactic, Activa will also pledge a total of up to $5,
000 to Reep Green for their boxes and for sharing information about Net Zero Ready homes to their media
platforms. An introductory email and pitched proposal will be sent to Mary Jane Patterson, the executive
director of Reep Green. An in person meeting will then be arranged following contact to further discuss the
alliance. Once the alliance is confirmed Activa’s website will be updated to showcase the new partnership
and showcase the product of the alliance in visual and written form. The tactic aims to increase the number
of people within the target audience who upgrade to the Net Zero Ready package, while also showing how
their purchasing can make an impact in a tangible way. The tactic also serves to build a relationship with
Reep Green in hopes of further collaboration in the future. It also serves to show Activa’s commitment to
the community and to the environment, both subjects that the target audience holds great importance for.
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Stand-Alone Publication
Information Package
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Owned Media
To share valuable information about Net Zero Ready homes in an easy to read and visually appealing manner
that can be shared in print and digital formats. This information package will include information pertaining
to Net Zero Ready homes, Activa and the newest communities available. The package will include full
colour infographics, brochures, and an FAQ sheet. The infographic will use appealing visuals to showcase
information about Net Zero Ready homes, what makes the homes different and how they will benefit a
family. The brochures will include three-panels full of visually appealing pictures as well as logos appeals
to give the target audience a deeper look into Net Zero Ready homes, while the FAQ sheet will serve to
answer any anticipated questions the target audience might have. The Net Zero Ready information will
accompany relevant existing brochures and information about Activa and the communities available. To
ensure the information reaches as many people within the target audience as possible, the information
package will be combined with other tactics, in particular the on-site tour, as a takeaway for the target
audience. The package will also be uploaded digitally to Activa’s website for easy access. An information
package serves to provide educational material and increase interest within the target audience.
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Opinion Subsidy
Op-Ed Article
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Publicity Strategy
Earned Media
To provide credibility, increase Activa’s reach and build relationships with local news media in order to
gain interest and awareness of Net Zero Ready homes and position Activa as a thought leader. There is a
general lack of coverage from news media on the topics of real estate, sustainability and climate change
and Net Zero Ready housing, which means there is an opportunity to increase coverage of these issues.
This tactic aims to develop solid media relations with the local news media, specifically with The Record.
An op-ed piece will be created by Activa explaining why they believe Net Zero Ready homes are the way
of the future for sustainable building. The piece will utilize a logos appeal to prove their points, with some
pathos appeal included to engage the target audience. As a leading local news media outlet, The Record
has been selected as the ideal media outlet to share the op-ed with as they provide more coverage for real
estate and sustainability efforts than other local media outlets. An email will be sent out to The Record with
a pitch for the op-ed piece. This op-ed aims to capture the attention of the target audience and provide
educational information that will help to inform the target audience of Net Zero Ready homes.
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Feature Release
Magazine Articles
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Publicity Strategy
Earned Media
Different from the previous op-ed tactic, the magazine articles are less about an opinion than it is providing
background information about a topic. The articles will aim to provide necessary background information
about Net Zero Ready homes and its environmental impact within local home and living magazines. The
articles will include visually appealing, high quality photos to engage the potential reader in looking at the
article. The articles will aim to be published as a two-page spread in Our Homes and Homes+ magazines.
Both of these magazines are places that Activa has previously been published in, whether it be an article or
an advertisement. For this reason, the article pitch will be pitched using existing channels of communication
with the publications. This tactic aims to provide Activa with more publicity while strengthening the
established relationships with these publishings. The tactic also aims to position Activa as a thought leader
on the subject of innovative sustainable building and Net Zero Ready housing.
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Social Media
Social Media Series with Q & A
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Owned Media
To increase Activa’s reach of the target audience and provide information about Net Zero Ready homes, this
social media series purpose is to provide educational information and highlight the benefits of going Net
Zero. It also aims to address any misconceptions and start a two-way channel of communication between
Activa and the target audience. The “Housing With An Impact” series will aim to provide relevant information
about Net Zero Ready homes, with a focus on the impact these houses will have on the environment and
the community. The series will run for a total of two weeks across Facebook and Instagram. The posts will
include visually appealing photographs and infographics that accompany the information being posted. At
the end of each week an online question and answer (Q & A) period will occur, giving the target audience a
chance to ask any questions and confirm any information that was unclear. The first week the Q & A will be
done using Facebook and Instagram stories, while the second week it will run as a thread post. Both video
and written form are used for the Q & A to allow Activa to connect with the target audience in different
formats to suit the large age range.
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Social Media
Blog Series
Audience Engagement Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Owned Media
The “Housing With An Impact” blog series will take a deeper dive into what makes Net Zero Ready homes
an upgrade worth making. The blog posts will feature more information about Net Zero Ready homes
including correcting misconceptions, explaining the environmental benefits and providing comparisons
with other packages offered by Activa. The blog series will be featured in Activa’s website under their
“Activa Learn” section, as well as, shared on their Facebook and Instagram accounts. A total of five blog
posts will be created for this series. The blog posts will share similar colouring to tie the posts together and
make them stand out from other blog posts. Each blog post will also utilize photographs to provide a visual
appeal to attract the target audience’s attention. The purpose of this tactic is to provide another platform
to gain the target audience’s interest and gain awareness of Net Zero Ready homes.
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Media Relations
News Release
Strategic Philanthropy Strategy
Alliance Strategy
Transparent Communication Strategy
Publicity Strategy
Earned Media
To announce the partnership between Activa and Reep Green and provide information about the strategic
philanthropy initiative to the media and therefore the public a news release will be made and sent to local
news media. As Activa does not have strong ties with local news media already an introductory email with
the attached news release will be sent to various local news media to initiate contact and begin forming
relationships.
The following publications will be sent the news release:
•
•
•
•
•

The Record
CTV News Kitchener
The Waterloo Chronicle
The Kitchener Times
Snapd Kitchener Waterloo

The purpose of this tactic is to generate more coverage of Activa's campaign and strategic innitiatives within
the community. The tactic is also used to begin generating relationships with the local news media, which will
be useful for Activa in future campaigns and innitiatives.
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Campagin Schedule
Timeline
The timeline for this campaign is an estimated seven months running from November 2021 to May 2022.
The beginning of this campaign entails gathering the necessary information to create the print and digital
deliverables while also beginning to build the necessary relationships with Reep Green and outlined media
outlets. This timeline is positioned for most deliverables to be launched by April to ensure that the target
audience is informed of Activa’s Net Zero Ready upgrade packages before the closing date of their latest
communities. This timeline also takes into consideration Reep Green and the timing of their Bloom{in} Box
rollout. It is important to note that event deliverables may be subjected to change due to the pandemic
and the potential for lockdowns.
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Budget
Summary and Rationale
The budget for this campaign totals $9, 957, which is just under the maximum $10, 000 budget Activa
has set aside for this campaign. This budget is flexible as items like the designing and printing of flyers,
brochures and infographics could be done in house instead of outsourced. The budget will also vary based
on employee wages and the time it actually takes each tactic to be implemented. The majority of the tactics
were chosen strategically to provide Activa with the greatest opportunity to reach the target audience
while keeping costs low. The major expenses for this campaign center around Activa’s alliance with Reep
Green and the strategic philanthropy tactic of building community flower beds. Each of these tactics is
essential to increasing the awareness, interest and action of the target audience while also creating lasting
relationships within the community that will positively affect Activa’s messaging.
Tactic
Open Doors Event







Information Package










Op-Ed




Magazine Articles




“Homes to Blooms”
Reep Green Alliance




Catering Trays: $70 per tray for 30 people x 3 trays =
$210
Note assumptions: catering costs are determined
based on if 75 guests were to attend
50 printed flyers, standard paper = $22
Staff time planning and executing event: $25 per hour x
30 hours = $750
Note assumptions: Staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000

$982

Freelance graphic designer: $25 per hour x 10 hours =
$250
Note assumptions: hourly wage for graphic designer is
based on an annual salary of $45, 000
Staff time writing and editing copy: $25 per hour x 10
hours = $250
Note assumptions: Staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000
250 printed brochures, standard paper = $198
250 printed flyers, standard paper = $99
250 printed infographics, standard paper = $99
250 printed FAQ sheets, standard paper = $99

$995

Staff time writing and editing copy: $25 per hour x 6
hours = $150
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000

$150

Staff time writing and editing copy: $25 per hour x 10
hours = $250
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an annual
salary of $45, 000

$250

$5, 000 pledge to Reep Green (based on $90 cost of
Bloom{in} Boxes)
Staff time planning and executing event: $25 per hour x

$6,
911
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“Homes to Blooms”
Reep Green Alliance

$5, 000 pledge to Reep Green (based on $90 cost of
Bloom{in} Boxes)
Staff time planning and executing event: $25 per hour x
40 hours = $1, 000
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000
25 printed flyers, standard paper = $11
Raised flower beds: $150 per box x 6 = $900
Note assumptions: raised flower beds are based on
the average price to build; this does not factor in any
donated lumber

$6,
911



Hootsuite Professional package: $49 USD per month x
6 months = $294

$419



Note assumptions: Hootsuite has a 30 day free trial;
pricing is therefore reflective of 6 months
Staff time creating posts: $25 per hour x 5 hours = $125
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000








Social Media
Campaign




Blog Post Series

hours = $250
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an annual
salary of $45, 000




Staff time writing and editing copy: $25 per hour x 10
hours = $250
Note assumptions: staff wages are based on an
annual salary of $45, 000

$250

GRAND TOTAL $9,
957
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Challenges and Risks
This campaign utilizes a range of tactics to mitigate any risk of the campaign being unsuccessful should
any one of the tactics be unable to run. Despite the measures to mitigate any challenges and risks there
is still a potential that one will occur. The largest challenge and risk that will affect this campaign is the
current global pandemic (COVID-19). The current landscape is very uncertain with the constant changes
in restrictions and lockdown measures, which have made it difficult for businesses to stay open and keep
staff on full-time. The potential for further restrictions and lockdowns will affect Activa’s ability to complete
some of the more interactive tactics, specifically the planned events, like the open doors event, which
require a larger gathering of people in closer proximity. However, while changes to the event timeline are
not ideal if large gatherings are not permitted at the time of the open doors event it can be deferred to a
later date. There is also a chance to mitigate changing the date, by creating a signup sheet and staggering
tour times to comply with some COVID-19 restrictions.
Another potential challenge that Activa will face in its digital portion of the campaign will be in engaging
followers to interact with the campaign posts. Currently social media engagement on Activa’s Facebook
and Instagram pages is relatively low. The lack of engagement has the potential to affect the number of
people within the target audience that Activa is able to reach with this campaign. To mitigate this challenge,
Activa can encourage participation in their posts by asking questions and sparking conversations.
Another potential risk to consider is the possibility that Reep Green will not be willing to form an alliance
with Activa. This could be for a number of reasons from challenges due to the pandemic, an overload in
projects, or the potential of there being differing values that would affect the relationship. To mitigate this
risk a secondary local charity will be chosen before the tactic begins.
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PHASE FOUR
Housing With An Impact Campaign Evaluation

Evaluation
Awareness Objective
To have an effect on the awareness of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 35 to 55; specifically to increase
understanding of Activa’s offering of Net Zero Ready homes by 10 percent (Determined by 5,669 survey
participants within the Waterloo Region conducted by Activa with 56 percent of participants being familiar
with Net Zero) by the end of 2023.

Evaluation
To measure the awareness objective three methods of evaluation will be used. The first method is to
track social media impressions (likes, shares and engagement) and the number of website visits during the
campaign and for four months after the campaign has ended. The reason for this time frame is to allow
Activa to measure the effect the campaign is having on the target audience and whether that awareness
continues to grow following the end of the campaign. The timing of the evaluation also has to do with the
timing of the end dates for Activa’s newest communities, which close between April and September 2022.
The second method of evaluation is to conduct a post-event survey that will be handed out at the end of
the open doors event. The survey will aim to assess initial awareness levels before the event and awareness
levels following the event. This will provide an immediate evaluation of the effectiveness of the event and
ensure that the right information is coming across. This will allow for modifications to be made to the rest
of the campaign if needed to ensure maximum impact.
The third method of evaluation is to conduct a post-campaign awareness survey to reassess the initial
survey results conducted as primary research prior to the creation and implementation of this campaign.
This survey will be sent out at the end of May, following the end of the campaign. While the initial survey
asked generalized questions about demographics, awareness and interest in Net Zero Ready homes, this
survey will aim to dive deeper into the topics of awareness and interest. Specifically, the survey will look
for increased awareness of specific aspects of Net Zero Ready homes including whether they connect Net
Zero Ready home packages to Activa. The initial survey was conducted by students with a minimal reach
within the target audience, for a more comprehensive study Activa will need to carry out its own research.
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Acceptance Objective
To have an effect on the acceptance of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 35 to 55; specifically to increase
their positive attitudes towards sustainable practices of Net Zero Ready homes by 7 percent (Based on
5,669 survey participants within the Waterloo Region conducted by Activa with 64 percent of participants
being interested in Net Zero Ready Homes) the end of 2023.

Evaluation
To evaluate the acceptance objective three methods will be used. The first method is tied to the evaluation
of the awareness objective. As part of the post-campaign survey along with the awareness and interest
questions, a section on attitude and opinion will be added to the survey to measure whether the campaign
had an effect on the acceptance of Net Zero Ready homes and general sustainable building practices. As
stated previously, the survey will begin at the end of May when the campaign has finished and for the
following four months to coincide with the closing of Activa’s newest communities.
The second method of evaluation will be to monitor social media channels looking specifically at the
comments on the campaign posts and mentions of Net Zero Ready homes to evaluate whether they hold
positive, negative or neutral feelings towards sustainable building practices and Net Zero Ready homes.
Monitoring of comments and mentions will take place during the campaign and for the following four
months after the end of the campaign.
The final method of evaluation will be to conduct a post event survey. This survey is connected to the
evaluation of the awareness objective. The survey aims to gain feedback on initial attitudes towards Net
Zero Ready homes and sustainable building practices as a basis for the rest of the campaign. This will allow
for changes to be made to the campaign if needed to gain more positive results.
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Action Objective
To have an effect on the action of Waterloo Region home buyers aged 30 to 55; specifically to increase Net
Zero Ready home upgrade inquiries versus the Energy Star base model by a total of 50 indications (5% of
the 5,669 survey participants within Waterloo Region conducted by Activa) by the end of 2023.

Evaluation
To evaluate the action objective two areas will be observed. The first area of observation will be to measure
the number of inquiries of Net Zero Ready homes, starting at the beginning of the campaign and going
until four months after the campaign has ended. This time frame is based upon the closing dates of the
newest communities Activa is building, which close between April and September 2022. Inquiries include
those that ask about upgrading to the Net Zero Ready home packages offered by Activa whether through
phone, email, or directly.
The second area of observation will be to monitor the number of website visits during the campaign and
for four months following the end of the campaign. To evaluate action fully, special monitoring will be done
on the Net Zero Ready website pages to measure the number of people actively researching the topic.
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Appendix D

Media Content
Analysis
A range of 10-100 articles published between January 2020 - February 2021 from Waterloo Regional news
sources within each specific topic were looked at to formulate these results.
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